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Welcome to Opentree 2022
GRAITEC is very pleased to present the latest version of the leading document management software
- Opentree 2022, part of the Graitec Advance suite.
GRAITEC has continuously strived to provide first-rate advancements for innovative software
solutions to its valued customers, and the recent launch of its new and upgraded product range for
2022 is no exception, proving they are still top of their game in terms of providing top-level
Construction, AEC and Building Design software solutions worldwide.

This is the biggest release of Opentree since it was first released in 2003. This release has seen our
product move to a service-based, multilingual application. Bringing with it a fresh new look and an
inbuilt viewer, along with a host of product enhancing updates.
This document aims to highlight those updates and introduce you to Opentree 2022.
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General Performance
More and more these days companies are looking to centralise their data as their workforce is
becoming more distributed. This is especially applicable in more recent times, when people are
working from home.
To that end we have developed Opentree 2022 to be a service-based application. Meaning a lot more
of the processing is done by the servers, rather than the client, and giving the user a highly improved
experience when working remotely from the data.
In addition, the API is now much more fully featured, allowing for tighter integrations not only with
Autodesk products, but also any other third-party system that our customers may wish us to work
with.
Regarding the processing and licensing of the workflow engine, we no longer require a licensed copy
of Word or AutoCAD on the workflow box in order to update the title blocks and generate PDFs. This
means the customer no longer needs to pay for an extra license of AutoCAD just to do background
processing. And because we are not waiting for AutoCAD to launch in order to process the drawings,
the speed of processing drawings through a workflow is greatly improved.
We have also redesigned the workflow to be much more flexible in the operations it can perform.
Previously, although the workflow was very powerful, it had some restrictions as to what and how
many operations it could perform in a single action. This sometimes meant that a user would be
required to perform multiple steps in order to action a slightly more complex workflow task. This has
now been addressed.
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Windows 10 Look and Feel

Opentree 2022 introduces a new Windows 10 look and feel, replacing the classic Windows Explorer
interface whilst retaining a familiar and comfortable environment. This means minimizing user training
and easing the transition from a Windows based filing system to a document management system.
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Multilingual

Opentree 2022 now supports multiple languages, thanks to the integration of Graitec’s language
engine which is utilised across our entire range of products.
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Inbuilt Viewer

Opentree 2022 now comes with an inbuilt viewer, capable of viewing 30+ different file types (e.g.
Office, images, Revit, AutoCAD, MicroStation and many more). The viewer can be resized as
required, enabling the user to go through their documents in order to find the correct document before
opening it for editing. This not only reduces the number of files a user downloads to their desktop, but
also reduces the number of applications required to be installed simply to review the various file types
used within their organisation.

The inbuilt viewer can also be maximised to act as a photo viewer, allowing the user to go through
their images.
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Metadata View

Previously each folder in Opentree could be assigned its own view of the metadata, ensuring that the
metadata on display is relevant to the folder in which the user is working. This remains the case in
Opentree 2022, with the added benefit of being able to easily switch between different views. A user
can create as many views as they wish and the system will remember which of their custom views
was last applied to each folder. These views can also be used when searching, to quickly change the
metadata being displayed against the search results.
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Favourites

Favourites are now located at the top of the tree view, making them quicker and easier to access.
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Wizard and Form Population

In Opentree 2022 wizards and forms are no longer separate boxes which pop-up in front of the main
application, preventing the main application from being used whilst the wizard/form is active. All tasks
which require user input now appear in a task pane docked to the right-hand side. This not only allows
for a highly improved user experience, but users can now stop in the middle of a task and interact with
the main application.
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Linked Text on Creation

When creating a document or drawing from either a template or import, Opentree 2022 now populates
the headers/footers of a document or the title block of a drawing. This ensures that even before the
user first opens the drawing, the title block is populated with all the relevant project and sheet
information. As this is a server-side operation, the user does not need the native application installed
for the title block to be populated. Of course, as in previous releases, this information is kept in sync
as the drawing passes through the approval workflow.
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Enhanced File Naming

Opentree has always provided the option to either automatically generate filenames, following one or
more naming conventions, or to allow the user to type their file names. Opentree 2022 now enables
you to combine those 2 options, i.e. an automatically generated filename with a free type component.
This functionality has previously been requested in order that a user may add a description at the end
of their filenames.
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Review and Markup

The inbuilt viewer in Opentree 2022 allows for users to review and markup their documents and
drawings as they pass through the approval workflow. There is no longer a requirement for the
customer to install a third-party viewer. In addition, each user’s markups are kept separate from the
main PDF, allowing a user to turn on and off previous markups during the review process.
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Multiple Open

Multiple files can now be checked out and opened at the same time. In previous releases, due to the
linked text (i.e. IDL) process utilising the native application, users were limited to opening one file at a
time. As Opentree 2022 manipulates the file itself to perform the linked text process, the user can now
open multiple files in one operation.
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Export

Export is no longer three separate functions, i.e. Export File, Export Attached, and Export Current
View. In Opentree 2022, a user can export all three outputs in one operation. Export Current View
now also exports into an Excel file, making it easier for the customer to manipulate the metadata.
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Searching

Searching in Opentree 2022 has been designed to be much more user friendly and reduce the
number of clicks required to find the relevant document. As the user amends the search criteria, the
search results automatically update and the speed in returning results has been highly improved.
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Teams, Roles and Rights

In Opentree 2022, the groups with access permissions and privileges and separate workflow
permissions have been replaced with teams, roles and rights. This approach not only simplifies the
process of applying permissions to projects, but also results in a much more reusable permissions
structure. Rights not only replace permissions and privileges, but as they also include the workflow
rights, access and workflow permissions are now managed in one place and applied at the same
time.
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Revit Manager

A new and improved Revit Add-In is delivered with Opentree 2022. It has a number of improvements
over the previous add-in, the main one being the ability to assign different metadata to the different
types of sheets and assign them all a unique drawing number in one operation (i.e. there is no longer
a need to assign sheets in batches). This of course lends itself to a much better user experience, as
well as saving the user a considerable amount of time.
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Outlook Add-In

In Opentree 2022 the Outlook Add-in now provides the user with a list of folders which allow the
import of emails. This means the user can simply select the relevant project from a list rather than
having to navigate a folder structure to the required email folder. This of course makes filing emails
much quicker and easier.
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